
Pis'ma v ZhETF, vol. 95, iss. 1, pp. 29 { 32 c 2012 January 10Evolution of edge states in topological superuids during the quantumphase transitionM.A. Silaev�1), G. E.Volovik� Institute for Physics of Microstructures RAS, 603950 Nizhny Novgorod, RussiaLow Temperature Laboratory, Aalto University, School of Science and Technology, FI-00076 Aalto, FinlandLandau Institute for Theoretical Physics RAS, 119334 Moscow, RussiaSubmitted 22 November 2011The quantum phase transition between topological and non-topological insulators or between fully gappedsuperuids/superconductors can occur without closing the gap. We consider the evolution of the Majoranaedge states on the surface of topological superconductor during transition to the topologically trivial supercon-ductor on example of non-interacting Hamiltonian describing the spin-triplet superuid 3He{B. In conventionalsituation when the gap is nulli�ed at the transition, the spectrum of Majorana fermions shrinks and vanishesafter the transition to the trivial state. If the topological transition occurs without the gap closing, the Ma-jorana fermion spectrum disappears by escaping to ultraviolet, where Green's function approaches zero. Thisdemonstrates the close connection between the topological transition without closing the gap and zeroes inthe Green's function. Similar connection takes place in interacting systems where zeroes may occur due tointeraction.1. Introduction. General properties of fermi-onic spectrum in condensed matter and particle physicsare determined by topology of the ground state (vac-uum). The classi�cation schemes based on topol-ogy [1{7] suggest in particular the classes of topolog-ical insulators and fully gapped topological superu-ids/superconductors. The main signature of such topo-logically nontrivial vacua with the energy gap in bulk isthe existence of zero-energy edge states on the bound-ary or at the interface between topologically distinct do-mains [8, 9]. In Refs. [5{7] the classi�cation is basedon topological properties of matrix Green's function,while the other schemes explore the properties of sin-gle particle Hamiltonian and thus are applicable onlyto systems of free (non-interacting) fermions. As wasfound in Ref. [10], classi�cations of interacting and non-interacting fermionic systems do not necessarily coin-cide. This is related to zeroes of the Green's function,which according to Ref. [6] contribute to topology along-side with the poles. Due to zeroes the integer topologicalcharge of the interacting system can be changed withoutclosing the energy gap, and it is suggested that this maylead to the occurrence of topological insulators with nofermion zero modes on the interface [11, 12].In principle, the analogous situation with zero in theGreen's function and quantum phase transition withoutclosing the energy gap may also occur in the free fermioncase. Example is provided by superuid 3He{B, which1)e-mail: msilaev@mail.ru, volovik@boojum.hut.�

belongs to the topologically nontrivial class of fullygapped superuids, which possesses Andreev{Majoranafermions on the surface [13{21]. In the phase diagram ofthe topological superuid/superconductor of the 3He{B-type in Fig. 1, the topological quantum phase transi-tion (TQPT) between two states with di�erent topo-logical charges across the line 1=m = 0 occurs withoutclosing the gap [22]. Instead, the asymptotic behaviorchanges at the momentum in�nity, at p ! 1, wherethe Hamiltonian diverges and thus the Green's functionapproaches zero. Such scenario is impossible in the mod-els with the bounded Hamiltonian [11, 12], which takesplace in approximation of �nite number of crystal bands.We consider the evolution of the spectrum of Majoranafermions on the surface of a topological superuid whenthe system crosses the lines of the TQPT with and with-out closing the gap.2. Spectrum of edge states. The invariant NKrelevant for 3He{B in Fig. 1 is the topological invariantprotected by symmetry:NK= eijk24�2 tr �K Z d3pH�1@piHH�1@pjHH�1@pkH� ;(1)where K is matrix which commutes or anti-commuteswith the Hamiltonian. The proper model Hamiltonianwhich has the same topological properties as superu-ids/superconductors of the 3He{B-class is the following:H = � p22m � �� �3 � c�1�p; (2)�¨±¼¬  ¢ ���� ²®¬ 95 ¢»¯. 1 { 2 2012 29
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Fig. 1. Phase diagram of topological states of triplet super-uid of 3He{B-type in equation (2) in the plane (�; 1=m).States on the line 1=m = 0 correspond to the Dirac vacua,which Hamiltonian is non-compact. Topological chargeof the Dirac fermions is intermediate between charges ofcompact 3He{B-states. The line � = 0 marks topologicalquantum phase transition, which occurs between the weakcoupling 3He{B (with � > 0, m > 0 and topological chargeNK = 2) and the strong coupling 3He{B (with � < 0,m > 0 and NK = 0). This transition is topologicallyequivalent to quantum phase transition between Diracvacua with opposite mass parameter M = �j�j. The gapin the spectrum becomes zero at this transition. The line1=m = 0 separates the states with di�erent asymptotic be-havior of the Hamiltonian at in�nity: H(p)! ��3p2=2m.The transition across this line occurs without closing thegapwhere �i and �i are Pauli matrices of Bogolyubov{Nambu spin and nuclear spin correspondingly; the para-meter c serves as the speed of light for the Dirac Hamil-tonian obtained in the limit 1=m = 0 and further willshall use c = 1. The symmetry K, which enters thetopological invariant NK in (1), is represented by the�2 matrix, which anti-commutes with the Hamiltonian:it is combination of time reversal and particle-hole sym-metries in 3He{B.Let us consider the Majorana fermions using the sim-plest model of the interface between the superuid andthe vacuum, in which the Hamiltonian changes abruptlyat the boundary [18]. The boundary is at z = 0 and atz > 0 we have the equationH = E withH = H0+H1where H0 = � p22m � �� �3 + �1�zpz; (3)H1 = �1(px�x + py�y) ; (4)

and we use the boundary conditions  (z = 0) = 0.Without loss of generality we set py = 0 so that px =p? =pp2 � p2z and H1 = �1p?�x: (5)Now it is possible to simplify the equation by choosingthe wave function transformation ~U = �zU and ~V = V ,where  = (U; V )T� . The Hamiltonian then transformsas H0 = � p22m � �� �3 + �1pz; (6)H1 = ��2p?�y : (7)Since �y becomes the good quantum number, this rep-resentation allows to reduce the general problem from4N 4- to 2N 2-matrices.Let us consider �rst the solutions corresponding to�y =  . Then we get the following equation in theform0BB@ � p22m � ��� " pz + ip?pz � ip? �� p22m � ��� " 1CCA UV ! = 0;which yields the relation between U and V :V = pz � ip?"+ p2=2m� �Uand p21;22m � � = �m�pm2 + "2 � 2m�:The solution is a superposition of two modes decayingat z > 0 with Im(pz1;2) > 0, where p2z1;2 = p21;2 � p2?: = A 1 +B 2: (8)The boundary condition yields the equationpz1 � ip?"+ p21=2m� � = pz2 � ip?"+ p22=2m� �: (9)For p2? < 2m� this equation (9) has an exact solution" = p?: (10)The wave functions  1(z) an  2(z) forming the boundstate have the localization lengths determined by equa-tion pz1;2 = i�m�qp2? +m2 � 2m�� : (11)�¨±¼¬  ¢ ���� ²®¬ 95 ¢»¯. 1 { 2 2012



Evolution of edge states in topological superuids : : : 31The solutions corresponding to �y = � yield thespectrum " = �p?, and taking into account the py de-pendence one obtains the helical spectrum of Majoranafermions with HMaj = c(�ypx � �xpy) [18].Form > 0 the spectrum of Andreev{Majorana fermi-ons " = �p? is shown by the solid line in Fig. 2 for� > 0. The bound states are con�ned to the region

Fig. 2. Spectrum of Andreev{Majorana fermions, lo-calized states on the surface of topological super-uid/superconductor of the 3He{B-class (solid lines) for� > m > 0 (a) and m > � (b). The spectrum of boundstates terminates when it merges with continuous spectrumin bulk (shaded region), whose border is shown by dashedlinejp?j < p2m�. They disappear when their spectrummerges with the continuous spectrum in bulk. The edgeof continuous spectrum is shown by dashed line in Fig. 2.If m > � the minimum of the bulk energy spectrum in-creases monotonically with momentum p?, therefore thebulk gap is � = �; m > �: (12)If � > m the minimum of the bulk energy is non-monotonic function of p? having the minimum at pmin? =p2m(��m), where the bulk gap is� =p2�m�m2; 0 < m < �: (13)The line m = � marks the non-topological quantumphase transition { the momentum space analog of theHiggs transition, when the Mexican hat potential asfunction of p? emerges for � > m [6].3. Evolution of edge state at topological quan-tum phase transition. Let us �rst consider the behav-ior of the spectrum of Majorana fermions at the topo-logical transition at which m crosses zero. When mapproaches zero, m ! 0, the region of momenta wherebound states exist shrinks and �nally for m < 0, i.e. inthe topologically trivial superuid, no bound states ex-ist any more. Simultaneously the gap in bulk, which at

small m is � � p2m� according to Eq. (13), decreaseswith decreasing m and nulli�es at m = 0. This cor-responds to the conventional scenario of the topologicalquantum phase transition, when at the phase boundarybetween the two gapped states with di�erent topolog-ical numbers the gap is closed. The same happens atthe TQPT occurring when � crosses zero (see phase di-agram in Fig. 1).Now let us consider what happens with bound statesin the case if the TQPT occurs in the opposite limit,when m changes sign via in�nity, i.e. when 1=m crosseszero. This topological transition occurs without closingof the gap. In this case the bound states formally ex-ist for all p? even in the limit 1=m ! 0. However, inthis limit the ultraviolet divergence takes place. Twocomponents in the superposition (8) for the wave func-tion of Majorana fermion have characteristic lengths de-termined by imaginary momentum in Eq. (11). At1=m! 0 these lengths becomeL�1z1 = Im pz1 � �� p2?=(2m)! � ;L�1z2 = Im pz2 � 2m!1 : (14)The length of the �rst component remains �nite in thislimit but the dimension of the second component shrinksto zero and thus leaves the region of applicability of themodel Hamiltonian. As a result the wave function of thebound state cannot be constructed any more. In otherwords, if the TQPT from topologically non-trivial tothe trivial insulator (or superconductor) occurs withoutclosing the gap, the gapless spectrum of surface statesdisappears by escaping via ultraviolet.4. Conclusion. We considered two scenarios of theevolution of the spectrum of the gapless edge states atTQPT. One scenario refers to the traditional case, whenthe gap is nulli�ed at the transition. In this case, whenthe TQPT from the topological state to the topologi-cally trivial one is approached the spectrum of Majoranafermions shrinks to zero and vanishes after the transi-tion.The other scenario takes place, when the TQPT oc-curs without the gap closing. In this case, the spectrumof Majorana fermions vanishes by escaping to ultravi-olet. The characteristic momentum of one of the wavefunctions relevant for the forming of the bound state di-verges at the TQPT as Im pz2 = 2m ! 1. This limitcorresponds to formation of zero of the Green's function,G = 1=(i! �H) ! 0. Thus, similar to the interactingsystems, the two phenomena { TQPT without the gapclosing and zeroes in the Green's function { are closelyrelated. That is why we expect that the same scenariowith escape to the ultraviolet takes place for the inter-acting systems: if due to zeroes in the Green's function�¨±¼¬  ¢ ���� ²®¬ 95 ¢»¯. 1 { 2 2012
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